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Surface crack-tip stress fields in a tensile loaded metallic liner bonded to a structural back-
ing are developed using a two-parameter J–T characterization and elastic–plastic modified
boundary layer (MBL) finite element solutions. The Ramberg–Osgood power law hardening
material model with deformation plasticity theory is implemented for the metallic liner. In
addition to an elastic plate backed surface crack liner model, elastic–plastic homogeneous
surface crack models of various thicknesses were tested. The constraint effects that arise
from the elastic backing on the thin metallic liner and the extent to which J–T two param-
eter solutions characterize the crack-tip fields are explored in detail. The increased elastic
constraint imposed by the backing on the liner results in an enhanced range of validity of
J–T characterization. The higher accuracy of MBL solutions in predicting the surface crack-
tip fields in the bonded model is partially attributed to an increase in crack-tip triaxiality
and a consequent increase in the effective liner thickness from a fracture standpoint. After
isolating the effects of thickness, the constraint imposed by the continued elastic linearity
of the backing significantly enhanced stress field characterization. In fact, J and T along
with MBL solutions predicted stresses with remarkable accuracy for loads beyond full
yielding. The effects of backing stiffness variation were also investigated and results indi-
cate that the backing to liner modulus ratio does not significantly influence the crack tip
constraint. Indeed, the most significant effect of the backing is its ability to impose an elas-
tic constraint on the liner. Results from this study will facilitate the implementation of geo-
metric limits in testing standards for surface cracked tension specimens bonded to a
structural backing.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Surface cracks are among the most common flaws present in structural components and frequently the most critical in
terms of limiting structural life, for both ductile and brittle materials [1,2]. Fracture prediction for through-thickness cracks
has been studied extensively using both single parameter (K for brittle fracture and J for ductile fracture) and two-parameter
(J–Q and J–T) characterizations. O’Dowd and Shih [3,4] and Sharma and Aravas [5] show the important role played by higher
order terms in asymptotic solutions of crack-tip fields and demonstrate that a two-parameter characterization of the crack-
tip fields involving J and a triaxiality or constraint parameter Q is necessary to satisfactorily describe the configuration
dependence of fracture response of isotropic plastic solids, particularly under large scale yielding conditions. Rice [6] also
notes the strong configuration dependence of the near-tip deformation fields, and that his asymptotic solution may not
. All rights reserved.
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Nomenclature

t thickness of the metallic section
tb thickness of the bonded section
a crack depth
c half crack width
r radial distance from crack tip
J J-integral
T T-stress
ro reference stress (defined for Ramberg–Osgood material)
r* normalized radial distance from crack tip (r* = r/(J/ro))
s normalized T-Stress (s = T/ro)
r1 nominal stress of metallic section in the crack opening direction
R1 normalized nominal stress of metallic section (R1 = r1/ro)
h angle in-plane perpendicular to crack front, h = 0� is in the growth direction of the crack plane
/ angle measured along the crack front in the crack plane
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be applicable under large scale yielding conditions to low constraint fracture geometries such as center crack tensile (CCT) or
single edge notch tensile (SENT) specimens, where the stresses around the crack tip may be much lower.

The applicable limits of J–T two-parameter characterization of elastic–plastic crack-tip fields using modified boundary
layer (MBL) solutions have been explored by many investigators [7–9] for through-crack specimens. Wang [8] extended
the two-parameter characterization with MBL reference solutions to topographical planes perpendicular to the crack front
in surface crack tension (SCT) and surface crack bend (SCB) geometries. In addition to verifying the applicability of MBL solu-
tions for J–T limit determination in surface-cracked plates, this study quantitatively explains the short falls of plane strain
characterization of this geometry. Shih et al. [10] and O’Dowd [11], in addressing the limitations of plane-strain references
applied to three-dimensional geometries, suggested that as r becomes small, the out-of-plane (parallel to the crack front)
strains become small when compared to in-plane strains. Therefore, plane-strain MBL prediction of crack-front stress fields
should be accurate as r approaches zero. The general conclusion was that a completely consistent two-parameter description
of crack-tip stress fields is not possible beyond certain loads but is effective in determining the deformation limits of such
characterization.

The characterization of tip fields and fracture prediction of metal liners with surface cracks bonded to an elastically loaded
structural backing has not been well established. The fracture prediction of such structures is of intrinsic and practical interest
with wide application in bonded pressure vessel technology such as composite overwrapped pressure vessels (COPV). For
example, NASA’s next generation Ares launch vehicles and the Orion spacecraft will have mission critical metal lined COPVs.
COPVs generally consist of a thin (0.76+ mm) metallic (typically aluminum, titanium or stainless steel) inner liner wrapped
with a comparatively thick (greater than three times the liner thickness) composite shell, commonly made from carbon/epoxy.
The shell/wrap serves as the primary structural component, with the liner supporting very little load, but acts as a barrier for
leakage of propellants and other pressurants. Understanding the behavior of surface cracks in COPV liners is challenging be-
cause, (i) the liner may have experienced initial plastic deformation during manufacturing processes, (ii) liner may experience
cyclic plastic strains during normal operation, and (iii) surface crack behavior may be strongly influenced by the constraint
effects resulting from the bonding. From a fundamental fracture mechanics perspective, we would like to understand the con-
straint effects that arise from the thin liner bonded to a stiff composite and its role in characterizing crack-tip fields.

This study will investigate if a SCT geometry that is not well characterized by J and T at larger loads, will maintain J–T
predicted stress fields for loads beyond yield when bonded to an elastic structure. This will assess the applicability of the
J and T parameters for predicting fracture at loads seen in a typical COPV. Although the liner loading in a COPV is likely
to be more complicated, assessing the effects of this uniaxial structure will aid in standardized specimen development that
can be used to characterize this situation.

2. J–T characterization of crack-front stress fields in surface-cracked plates

For non-standard geometries, fracture predictions using standard test specimens are reliant upon the ability to predict the
stress field within the damage zone around the crack tip. The limit of stress field prediction can be expressed as a region
(annulus) around the crack tip or a load for a specific geometry and loading condition. Within this limit, stress fields can
be compared directly, and damage prediction can be made from single (high constraint) and two-parameter (low-constraint)
measurements.

Two-parameter characterization uses a measure of the asymptotic fields, such as the stress intensity factor K, crack-tip
opening displacement (CTOD) or the J-integral with an additional constraint parameter, such as the T-stress or stress differ-
ence Q, to predict crack-front stress fields. ‘‘Dominance” refers to the state in which the fracture and constraint parameters
accurately represent the near crack stress state for a given geometry and loading condition. For loads causing deformation



Fig. 1. MBL mesh and displacement boundary conditions.
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beyond the dominance limit, the near crack stress fields are said to have plastically collapsed. Low crack tip constraint is
characterized by negative T-stresses. Geometries with negative T-stresses do not maintain single parameter J-dominance.
However, negative T-stress geometries can be described by J-integral and T-stress up to and exceeding net section yield
[12]. T-stress is not defined under fully yielded conditions; nevertheless elastically scaled T-stresses calculated from far-field
loads in elastic–plastic models are a relatively accurate constraint measurement for two-parameter characterization [8].

Determining two-parameter dominance relies on the ability to model idealized stress fields within the characterized
range. This is done by use of modified boundary layer (MBL) solutions. The MBL solutions for this analysis are representative
of the plane-strain elastic stress fields outside crack tip plastic zone under contained plasticity. Plane-strain approximation
has proven to be valid in three-dimensional geometries as r approaches zero because the out-of-plane strain components
will become small compared to the in-plane singular fields [10,11]. Therefore, near crack stress fields in surface cracked
geometries should converge to the plane-strain MBL predicated reference fields.

The first two terms of the Williams eigen-expansion [13] approximate the stress state about the crack tip,
rijðr; hÞ ¼
KIffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pr
p fijðhÞ þ Td1id1j ð1Þ
where KI is the mode I stress intensity factor and T is the T-stress. Fig. 1 shows the half-symmetric plane-strain FE mesh used
for MBL analysis. The first two terms of the Williams series are applied as displacement boundary to the r = rmax outer sur-
face. The corresponding in-plane displacements are given by
uiðr; hÞ ¼
KI

E

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r

2p

r
giðh; mÞ þ

T
E

rhiðh; mÞ ð2Þ
where E and m are material constants and gi and hi are the angular variations in displacement caused by elastic singularity
fields and T-stresses respectively [9]. Plane-strain MBL solutions for elastic–plastic crack-tip fields can be obtained by apply-
ing these displacements to the outer boundary of the circular crack tip region and varying the T-stress while KI remains con-
stant. The J-integral is related to the stress intensity factor KI in plane strain by:
J ¼ 1� m2

E
K2

I ð3Þ
Abaqus version 6.7 [14] was used to compute the MBL solutions for a low strain hardening Ramberg–Osgood material
with a range of negative T-stresses. Fig. 2 shows the near crack opening-stress fields predicted by our MBL model.

Wang [8] showed that these MBL solutions provided accurate prediction of stress fields in SCT specimens as characterized
by J and T, and that the crack-tip fields of the MBL solution far from the outer boundary and outside the crack-tip blunting
zone should represent those of any crack with the same KI and T. Therefore, stress fields in topographical planes perpendic-
ular to the crack front of the SCT geometry that accurately compare to the MBL reference solutions are said to have J–T
dominance.

3. Finite element models

3.1. Material description

The Ramberg–Osgood power law hardening material model intrinsic to the deformation plasticity theory with Abaqus
was used for this analysis. This model is defined by the following equation,
e
eo
¼ r

ro
þ a

r
ro

� �n

ð4Þ
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Fig. 3. Ramberg–Osgood material models for a low (n = 40) strain hardening material and 6061-T6 aluminum test data from a t = 1.27 mm (0.05 in.) thick
plate under uniaxial tension.
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eo ¼
ro

E
ð5Þ
where E is the Young’s modulus, ro is the reference yield strength, n is the strain-hardening exponent, and a is the fitting
coefficient or strain offset. A low strain hardening material, with a true stress–strain curve seen in Fig. 3, was used for
our analysis with the following parameters: E/ro = 250, a = 0.5, n = 40 and the Poisson ratio m = 0.33. When using the Ram-
berg–Osgood material model, a low strain hardening material will minimize the nonlinear effects of scaling T-stresses with
fully elastic models. This material model was studied because of its simplicity and similarities to the 6061-T6 aluminum cur-
rently being tested for use in NASA’s future COPVs. The uniaxial tensile data for a t = 1.27 mm (0.05 in.) thick plate specimen
is also given in Fig. 3 to demonstrate the similarities.



Fig. 4. FEA visualization of the surface crack face and contour region.

Table 1
Dimensions of models used in the analysis (a = 0.889 mm (0.035 in.)).

Model Type tLiner (mm) tBacking (mm) tTotal (mm) a/tLiner a/tTotal

1 Bonded 1.27 3.81 5.08 0.7 0.175
2 Homogeneous 1.27 N/A 1.27 0.7 0.7
3 Homogeneous 1.778 N/A 1.778 0.5 0.5
4 Homogeneous 2.54 N/A 2.54 0.35 0.35
5 Homogeneous 5.08 N/A 5.08 0.175 0.175
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COPVs consist of a thick, relative to the liner, composite shell. This shell consists of multiple overlapping carbon fiber
epoxy layers wound at different angles relative to the vessels axis comprising the layup. For the uniaxial tension specimen
of interest, the strain distributions and constraint in the thickness direction will be significantly different from the complex
loading seen in a COPV. Thus, the anisotropic material effects would be difficult to isolate and significantly complicate the
analysis. Therefore, an isotropic linear elastic material with uniaxial stiffnesses ranging from three times the liner modulus,
typical of a carbon epoxy in the fiber direction, to equal to the liner modulus (EBacking/ELiner = 1, 2, 3) with a Poisson’s ratio of
m = 0.33 was used. This model will assess the effects of maintaining partial elasticity within the layered geometry while the
cracked portion undergoes large-scale plastic deformation.

3.2. Geometry and FE mesh

FEA Crack version 3.1.14 [15] was used to generate the crack mesh and Abaqus version 6.7 [14] was used for the analysis.
Both an elastic–plastic model and a fully elastic model for each of the geometries tested are necessary. The elastic–plastic
model is used to calculated opening-stress fields and J-integrals. The fully elastic model is used to find the T-stress scaling
factors (T(/)), which are normalized by the nominal stress in the opening direction (r1) of the metallic section. The J-inte-
grals along the crack front are calculated using the domain integral method applied to three dimensions intrinsic to Abaqus.
The T-stresses are calculated using the interaction integral method intrinsic to Abaqus in the fully elastic models [16].

The finite element analyses are made using C3D20R 20-node isoparametric brick elements. At the crack-tip, 20-node col-
lapsed face prismatic elements are used. To allow for crack-tip blunting in the elastic–plastic models, the initially coincident
nodes at the crack tip are left unconstrained. In order to maintain sufficient data points at the desired r* values, the crack
region contains a highly refined mesh consisting of 31 contours around the crack tip and 72 collapsed face elements along
the crack front. Fig. 4 shows the crack face mesh with these refinements. A study of mesh refinement was conducted by com-
paring T-stress measurements, which tend to be sensitive to mesh refinement, from various models of mesh density. With
increasing mesh refinement, the T-stresses converged to stable values and continued through the mesh refinement used for
this analysis. The chosen mesh refinement is beyond the level needed for accurate stress and interaction integral calcula-
tions, but was necessary to achieve sufficient radial data points to assess the opening stress field.

The FE cracked plate implemented in the bonded geometry contains a semicircular surface crack with a depth of
a = 0.889 mm (0.035 in.) central in a w � l � t = 25.4 � 50.8 � 1.27 mm (1 � 2 � 0.05 in.) plate. The thickness of the backing
is chosen to be three times the cracked plate thickness (tb � 3t) which is a good approximation for a COPV overwrap. In order
to compare the relative accuracy of crack tip characterizations between the bonded model and unbonded models (SCT), var-
ious thicknesses t = 1.27, 1.78, 2.54, 5.08 mm (t = 0.05, 0.07, 0.10, 0.20 in.) are implemented for the homogeneous surface
cracked models with a constant crack size a = 0.889 mm (0.035 in.), shown in Table 1.



Fig. 5. Schematic of the quarter symmetry SCT specimen model.
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The FE model contains two planes of symmetry, thus the model shown in Fig. 5 constitutes one quarter of the complete
coupon. A zero displacement boundary condition (ui(x, y, z) = 0) was applied to the node at (0, 0, tTotal) to eliminate rigid body
motion, where tTotal = tLiner + tBacking. The bonded model used Abaqus tie constraints to ‘‘adhere” the metallic plate to the com-
posite backing. A tie constraint couples the nodal displacements of the slave surface, in this case the metallic section, to the
surface displacement field of the master surface (composite section).

Crack-tip blunting effects can typically be neglected at distances roughly twice the crack-tip opening displacement or
2J(/)/ro. Inside this distance from the crack tip, it would be necessary to use large strain analysis [12]. For this investigation,
small strain approximation will be used to analyze stress fields outside the crack-tip blunting zone.

3.3. Data reduction

The nodal opening stresses (ryy) were obtained from the contour region perpendicular to the crack front. Software was
produced to obtain these values and the corresponding radial distances (r) at various crack-front angles (/). Radial distance
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was measured perpendicular to the crack front in the h = 0� plane of the un-deformed configuration. J-integrals were calcu-
lated at each circular contour. The mean J-integrals at each crack angle (J(/)) were calculated by averaging the values from
contours 20 through 30, in which the J-integral varied by a negligible amount (<0.10%). Similarly, the T-stress values were
obtained from the elastic models and used to calculate an elastic T-stress scaling factor (T(/)/r1). This factor assumes a con-
stant linear relationship between T-stress and nominal stress. For the elastic–plastic models, the nominal stress in the open-
ing direction r1 was used to estimate the T-stresses. The nominal stresses were calculated from the center of an un-cracked
geometry.

Opening stresses in the crack plane (h = 0�) are plotted as functions of normalized radial distance r* = rro/J(/)) from the
crack tip, then the stresses are interpolated at constant r*-values, where ro is the reference yield strength defined in the Ram-
berg–Osgood material model and J(/)/ro is an approximation of the blunting zone size or crack-tip opening displacement.
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Similarly, MBL data is analyzed at constant r*-values producing the J–T characterized opening stress references as a function
of constraint value T, Fig. 6. The data presented in this analysis is normalized by these MBL reference solutions. In addition to
constraint comparison, the data is also presented as a function of load level (r1).

4. Results and discussion

4.1. J-integral and T-stresses

Fig. 7 show the J-integral calculations at constant load of r1 = ro or R1 = 1.0. The decreasing trend due to the thickness
effects on the crack opening is typical of J-integral calculations. The bonded cases shows significant reduction in J when com-
pared to the case of equal total thickness (a/t = 0.175). This discrepancy is simply due to the differences in strain distribution
on the plane of the bond and the equivalent plane in the homogeneous models caused by the continued partial elasticity of
the structure. The bonded structures will have a more uniformly distributed strain field on this plane resulting in lower
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opening displacements near the crack for a given load. By comparing the bonded model with EBacking/ELiner = 1 to the
homogeneous model of equivalent total thickness (a/t = 0.175), which under elastic loading are identical, it is shown that
the effects of continued partial elasticity on this structure is the primary cause for lowered J values at loads causing sufficient
plastic deformation. Similarly, the effects of modulus ratio in the bonded models on the J-integral, although not significant at
these loads, can explain the decrease in J with the increase in modulus. Observing that the J values from the bonded case are
closer in magnitude to those of the equivalent thickness model (a/t = 0.175), supports the claim that the effective thickness of
the liner increases when bonded to an elastic structure from a fracture standpoint. In fact, this effective thickness is most
likely greater than the total composite/liner model thickness. This postulate is supported further when looking at J–T dom-
inance of opening-stress fields.
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Fig. 8 gives the T-stress scaling factors (T/r1) at various angles / calculated from each of the models with linear elastic
material properties. The homogeneous models show a trend typical of T-stresses for increasing thickness. The bonded mod-
els however show a much stronger trend and are highly dependent upon modulus ratio. When the modulus ratio is unity, the
elastic geometry is equivalent to the a/t = 0.175 homogeneous case. The T-stresses near the bonded surface (/ > 40�) for the
bonded models with modulus ratios of 2 and 3 are higher when compared to the homogeneous models. Conversely, for an-
gles near the free surface (/ < 40�) the discrepancies seem insignificant. These trends of course become heavily dependent on
material properties like the ratio of moduli and anisotropy and are not clearly representative of the extent of two-parameter
dominance before plastic collapse.

4.2. Opening-stress fields

The most obvious and significant comparison with regard to the fracture driving force is of the opening stresses in the
crack plane (h = 0�) as functions both a constraint parameter (T-Stress) and the applied load level (r1). The opening stress
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normalized by the plane-strain MBL reference solutions at T-stresses corresponding to those scaled by the nominal load in
the surface cracked model and r* = 2 are given as a function of normalized T-stress s for angles / = 90� and 30� in Fig. 9a and
b, respectively. These curves show the effect of increasing T-stress and consequently increasing nominal load on two-param-
eter opening stress characterization. Due to the varying T-stress scaling factors and the fact that T-stress alone is not suffi-
cient to determine two-parameter dominance; it is more beneficial to look at opening stresses as a function of nominal load
on the metallic section.

Fig. 10a and b give the opening stress normalized by the plane-strain MBL reference solutions and r* = 2 as a function of
nominal load on the metallic surface for angles / = 90� and 30�, respectively. The bonded cases show a greater adherence to
the MBL predicted opening stresses for higher load levels when compared to those of the homogeneous models. Increasing
thickness corresponds to an increase in load level in which J–T dominance is sustained. The modulus ratios in the bonded
models do not have a significant effect on the dominance limit load. When the modulus ratio is unity in the bonded model
and a/t = 0.175 for the homogeneous model, Figs. 9 and 10 a and b shown that the results are identical under low loads, but
diverge as deformation increases.

Normalized opening stresses are shown as a function of crack angle / at constant normalized far-field loads R1 = 0.95
and 1.0 in Fig. 11a and b, respectively. These curves give insight into how two-parameter dominance varies with crack angle.
It becomes necessary when / becomes small (near the free surface) to ignore angles / < 5� because HRR singularity will only
be present at near crack points embedded entirely in material [17]. Therefore, Fig. 11a and b show opening stresses for angles
/ > 5�. The following observations are made when comparing the bonded cases to the four homogeneous models. At both the
loads examined, the bonded cases show greater adherence to J–T characterized fields. At a nominal load of R1 = 0.95 only
the bonded cases and the thickest homogeneous case (a/t = 0.175) have not yet shown signs of plastic collapse for angles
/ > 21�. At a load equaled to far-field yield (R1 = 1.0) all the homogeneous models have lost J–T dominance, which is arbi-
trarily characterized be deviation from the MBL solution by 5%. For both loads, when the thickness of the homogeneous spec-
imen is doubled (a/t = 0.35 to a/t = 0.175) the opening stresses are only slightly closer to those predicted by the MBL
solutions. This is in contrast to the significant difference that can be seen in the transitions between a/t = 0.70, 0.50 and
0.35. The asymptotic function of thickness is well established as t approaches infinity and is important when comparing re-
sults to a non-homogeneous structure and the implications of an ‘‘equivalent thickness” homogeneous specimen.

Fig. 12 gives the nominal stresses in the opening direction at which the opening stresses at a constant normalized radial
distance r* = 2 deviate from the predicted plane-strain MBL stresses by 5%. This point is arbitrarily called the point of field
collapse, in which J and T no longer characterize the stress state within tolerable limits due to excessive plastic deformation.
The bonded geometries exhibit higher J–T dominance for loads exceeding far field yielding when compared to the other
homogeneous models. The homogeneous surface cracked models are approaching a limiting thickness in which further in-
crease will not add to the limit load for J–T characterization. This is most clearly seen in a/t = 0.35 and a/t = 0.175. Though
the thickness is doubled, there is only a small change in limit load between these two geometries. This limitation of thickness
effects may prevent the design of an ‘‘equivalent thickness” homogeneous structure that would have the same fracture char-
acteristics as the bonded model, but will provide quantifiable limits to using homogeneous structures to represent bonded
configurations.
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5. Conclusions

The goal of this study is to determine the feasibility of using J and T fracture parameters in characterizing crack-tip stress
fields in a surface cracked liner bonded to an elastic structure for loads typical to a COPV. The loads seen in a COPV liner
exceed the yield strength in both manufacturing and normal operation; therefore, fracture characterization at these loads
is critical. The bonded curves in Fig. 12 show that a simple two-parameter model for opening stresses in a metallic composite
uniaxial structure can be used for loads seen in COPVs. From this analysis, it can be concluded that J–T characterization may
be applicable for uniaxial tension of bi-material bonded specimens and pressure loadings of COPV test specimens at these
high loads, but simple homogeneous uniaxial tension specimens do not provide a fracture equivalent geometry that main-
tains the level of J–T dominance seen in the composite geometries. The difference of continued J–T characterization in homo-
geneous models at large loads stems from the inability to maintain the elastic constraint effects of the backing. For bi-
material uniaxial test specimens, the effect of the backing to liner modulus ratio does not appear to be great within the tested
range indicating the most significant influence of the backing is its ability to impose an elastic constraint on the liner even at
very high levels of far field loading.
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